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Martin C. Tangora, ed., Computers in Algebra (Marcel Dekker, New York, 1988) 162 
pages 
PreJbce. Contributors. Chuprer I: Prrmuration Groups and p-Croups (Gregory Butler). Chapter 2: Computing 
with Finite Simple Groups und Their Covering Groups (Colin M. Campbell and Edmund F. Robertson). 
Chapter 3: The BimonsTrr, rhe Group Y,,,, and [he Projective Plunr qf Order 3 (John H. Conway, Simon P. 
Norton and Leonard H. Soicher). Chapter 4: Cohomology Rings of’ In$nitesima/ Unipolent Subgroups of 
SL,(k) (Ronni P. Crane). Chapter 5: Codes and Existence Theorems (Marshall Hall Jr). Chapter 6: Computa- 
lion ofCohomo/ogy Groups und Enumeration qfFiniTe Perfect Groups (Derek F. Holt). Chapter 7: Mathemat- 
ical Puckages in Ada-like Lunguuges (Anthony Hughes). Chapter 8: A/gorirhms,Jor Sylow p-Subgroups and 
Solrahlr Groups (William M. Kantor). Chapter 9: Hopf AIgehras aia Symbolic AIgebra (Richard G. Larson). 
Chapter 10: Adt;ances in Compurarional Gabs Theory (John McKay). Chapter 1 I: Computer Solution of 
Word Problems in Universul Algebra (John Pedersen). Chapter 12: Binary Cyclic Codes (Vera Pless). Chuptrr 
13: Matrix Generators for rhe Held Group (A. J. E. Ryba). Chapter 14: Consrruction qJ’Group Represenrations 
from Geomrrries (Stephen D. Smith). Chapter 15: Presenrarionsfor Some Groups Related to Co, (Leonard H. 
Soicher). Chaprrr 16: Ne\v Two-Element Generating Set.sfor M22, M23, M24 (Anestis A. Toptsis). Index. 
Gary L. Mullen and Peter Jau-Sbyong Shiue, eds., Finite Fields, Coding Theory, and 
Advances in Communications and Computing (Marcel Dekker, New York, 1993) 443 
pages 
Preface. PART I: FINITE FIELD THEORY A Generalized Ore Trun$brmation Applied ro a Special C/rr.ss of 
Polynomials ouer N Finite Field (Simon J. Agou). Polynomial Functions on Matrices over a Finite Field (Joel 
V. Brawley). Se?-Complete Muppings on Finite Fields (Wun-Seng Chou). Primirice Elemenrs and Poiy- 
nomiuls: Existence Rest&s (Stephen D. Cohen). Characrer Sums ouer Finite Fields (R. J. Evans). On Inversire 
Congruential Generutors ,Jbr Pseudorandom Numbers (Mary Flahive and Harald Niederreiter). A Speciul 
Class of Permurarion Polyomiuls ot:er Finire Fields (Javier Gomez-Calderon). Polynominl Facrorizations 
and Character Sum Identities (John Greene). A Characlerizurion of Some Minihypers and Codes Meeting Ihe 
Griesmer Bound ocer GF(q), q > 9 (N. Hamada and T. Helleseth). A New Fumily of Nonhinary Sequewes 
with Large Linear Spun (Chulki Kim and John J. Komo). Permuration Polynomials ol:er Finite Fields (Gary 
L. Mullen). Recent Adounces in the Theory of’ Finite Fields (Harald Niederrelter). On Nonexistence of 
Genera/bed Bent Functions (Dingyi Pei). Bent Permurations (Josef Pieprzyk). An /deal Srrucrure,fi,r Some 
Quusi-Cyclic Error-Correcting Codes (Roberta Evans Sabin). PeriodicitJ Properties of’ kth Order Linear 
Recurrences with Irreducible Charucrerisric Po/ynomia/ or:er a Finite Field (Lawrence Somer). A p-udit 
Lifting Lemmu and Its Applications to Permutution Polynomiuls (Daqing Wan). Algebraic Curves und 
Vurieries over finite Fields and Irredwihle Cylic Codes (J. Wolfmann). PART II: APPLIC~ZTIONS Multiple 
Pulse Position Modularion with Generalized Constant Weight Codes (G. E. Atkin and K. Fung). Performance 
Ancrlysis of Distributed Deadlock-Detection Algorithms (Omran Bukhres and Rajeev Moondhra). Suggrs- 
tions,for Quasi-Monte-Car/o Users (Henri Faure). Watchman Roures,fbr a Pair oJ’Conrex Polygons (Laxmi 
P. Gewali and Rocky Lombardo). Block Source Coding over GF(q) (J. D. Gibson and S. A. McClellan). On 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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the Structural Complexity of Sequences, Images, and Automatu (Ben Goertzel). Average Distunce of Data 
Communicution in Twisted Hqlpercuhes (Kyung Hee Kwon, Shahram Latifi and Si-Qing Zheng). Lineur 
Algrhruic Structures of Algorithmic Mappings on Array Processors (George Miel). Finite Fields and 
Cryptology (Harald Niederreiter). Finite Fields, Pseudorondom Numbers, and Quusirundom Points (Harald 
Niederreiter). An Applicution of Finite Field Theory to Computerized Tomogruphy: A Spatial Limited Angle 
Model (Pablo M. Salzberg). Tree Coding and IFS Fractals (Matthew Varghese and Seshadri Mohan). 
Cryptography Using Complementing Subsets of Polynomiuls owr Finite Fields (William A. Webb). An Image 
Compression Algorithm nnd Its Implementrrtion (E. A. Yfantis. S. Baker and G. M. Gallitano). PART III: 
OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONJECTURES (Josef Pieprzyk, Andrew Klapper, Daqing Wan, Thomas Hansen and 
Gary L. Mullen, H. Niederrelter, Stephen D. Cohen, Gary L. Mullen and Harald Niederreiter and J. F. 
Dillon). Index. 
Monique Pavel, Fundamentals of Pattern Recognition - 2nd Edition - Revised and 
Expanded (Marcel Dekker, New York, 1993) 254 pages 
Preface to the Second Edition. Preface to the First Edition. Chapter I: Introduction. Organization of the 
book. Mathematical methods and their ordering in fundamental research, particularly in pattern recogni- 
tion. Chapter 2: The Fundamental Problem c$Pattern Recognition. Classification and recognition: General 
statement of the fundamental problem of mathematics and some examples. Isomorphism and decidability: 
The “word problem”. Consequences upon pattern recognition’s theory, tools, and methodology: The 
fundamental problem of pattern recognition. Approximation of the given problem by a decidable and 
automatically computable one. Chapter 3: Images, Fiber 1mcrge.s. and Shapes: The TopologicaI Framework. 
The discretization problem (Different topologies on a finite set, their computer enumeration, and their 
machine representation. Finite topological spaces: The general topological discussion). Definition, classi- 
fication, and recognition of images in discrete or digitized spaces (Finitely presented Abelian groups: 
Discrete or digitized spaces. Paths, metrics, neighborhoods. Dimension in discrete spaces. Connectivity: 
Decidability; connected components, definition of a discrete topological similarity; classification and 
recognition), The mathematical theory of shape (The notion of shape. The notion of shape for very irregular 
spaces. Shape invariants, operations, and properties. Interest of the theory of shape of automatic pattern 
recognition: Impact, limitations, open problems). The general topological formalization of images and 
patterns or shapes: The fiberwise topological framework (Questions about the completeness of images’ 
representation; a shortcoming common to all previous formalisms: Filling the gap by fiberwise topology. 
Preliminary basic notions, glossary, and some results in fiberwise topology: The “homotopy connection.” 
fiberings, bundles, slices, fiberwise topological spaces. Pattern recognition in fiberwise topology: Fiber 
images, categories of fiber images, shapes or topological patterns of fiber images. Interest of fiberwise 
topology for automatic pattern recognition: Impact, limitations, open problems, concluding remarks). 
Chapter 4: Objects or Images, Strucrures or Patterns, ClussiJication and Recognition: The Structural or 
Syntactic Framework. Academic versus real images. Abstract objects: Syntactic generation of images 
(Hypotheses on images and on the transformations they undergo. Grammars of images. Definition of 
structures or patterns). Images of the real world: Deformed images and their recognition problem 
(Deformation (image) grammars. Setting of the classification and recognition problems; metrics, metric 
deformation grammars). The decision problem for automata (Correspondence between the decision 
problem for automata and pattern recognition). Chapter 5: General Formalization ofrhe Pattern Recognition 
Problem: The Categorical Framework. The necessity of enlarged mathematical hypotheses: The interest of 
the categorical approach (Unification of the topological and algebraic approaches. Revisiting real images or 
objects). Preliminary notions about categories, functors, invariant functors, natural transformations, and 
equivalence. Pattern recognition in categories (Image categories. Recognition categories; patterns. Probes 
and recognition functions). Comparison of image categories (Retracts or projections of images. “Order” of 
complexity of image categories. Skeletons. Interest of the theory of categories for automatic pattern 
recognition: Impact limitations, open problems. Chapter 6: Conclusion. Synthesis of this work. Open 
problems in automatic pattern recognition. Index. 
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Stuart A. Kauffman, The Origins of Order (Oxford University Press, New York, 1993) 
709 pages 
Themes. Chupter 1: Conceptuul Outline of Current Ecolutionury Theory. The emergence of the neo-darwinian 
synthesis. Enlarging the framework. Summary. PART I: ADAPTATION ON THE EDGE OF CHARS Chapter 2: The 
Structure oj Rugged Firnrss Landscapes. Fitness landscapes in sequence space. The NK model of rugged 
fitness landscapes. Summary. Chapter 3: Biological Implications ofRugged Fitness Landscapes. Phylogenetic 
implications of rugged landscapes. Population flow on rugged fitness landscapes. Summary. Chapter 4: The 
Strwture of Adaptive Landscapes Underlying Protein Eeolution. Adaptive maturation of the immune 
response. Evolution of novel catalytic functions. Applied molecular evolution: Direct exploration of DNA, 
RNA and protein sequence spaces. Summary. Chapter 5: Self’Orgunization and Adaptation in Complex 
Systems. Dynamical systems and their attractors. Spontaneous order and chaos in complex dynamical 
systems. Adaptatton in dynamical systems. Summary. Chapter 6: The Dynamics of Coecoluing Systems. 
Coevolution in ecosystems. Structured ecosystems and self-organized criticality: Coevolution to the edge of 
chaos. Coevolutionary conclusions. Summary. PART II: THE CRYSTALLIZATION OF LIFE. Chapter 7: The 
Origins of L(fe: A Ne)v View. Background of the origin of life problem. Autocatalytic sets of catalytic 
polymers. Growth on the infinite graph of polymers and thermodynamic behavior. Evolutionary capacities 
of autocatalytic sets without a genome. Expertmental consequences. Summary. Chapter 8: The Origin of 
a Connec,ted Metabolism. Crystalization of a connected metabolism as a percolation problem. New 
experiments. Summary. Chupter 9: Hypercyles and Coding. The logic of hypercycles. Bedian’s paradigm for 
the onset of coding. Summary. Chapter 10: Random Grammars: Models of’ Functional Integration and 
Trunsjinmation. Jets and autocatalytic sets: Toward a new string theory. Infinite Boolean networks and 
random grammars: Approaches to studying families of mappings of strings into strings. Applications to 
biological, neural, and economic systems. Summary. PART III: ORDER AND ONTOGENY. Chapter 11: The 
Architecture of Genetic Regulatory Circuits und its Evolution. Independence of the molecular evoluttonary 
clock and morphological evolution. Components in the genetic regulatory systems of prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes. An ensemble theory based on random directed graphs. Summary. Chapter 12: D$erentiation: 
The Dynamicul Behaviors qf Genetic Regulutory Networks. Simple genetic circuits and the Boolean 
Idealization. Large-scale features of cell differentiation, The conceptual framework: Cell differentiation in 
Boolean networks. Ensembles of genetic regulatory systems: Generic properties. Implications for ontogeny. 
Cell types as a combinatorial epigenetic code. Summary. Chapter 13: Selecrion ,ftir Cell Types. The 
framework. Genomtc network space. Experimental avenues. Summary. Chapter 14: Morphology, Maps, and 
the Spatial Ordering of’ Integrated Tissues. Induction as a basic intercellular conversation. Evidence for 
long-range order in tissues: Duplication, regeneration, and positional continuity. The spontaneous genera- 
tion of spatial patterns: Turing models. Compartmental and segmental patterns in Drosophila melanogaster. 
Pattern formation in the early Drosophila embryo. Spatial harmonics suggested by mutants affecting 
segmentation: Longitudinal deletions and mirror-symmetric duplications. Sinusoidal transcription and 
protein patterns: A bifurcation sequence of higher harmonics on the egg. The four color wheels model of 
positional specification. Turing and beyond. Summary. 
Martin Anthony and Norman Biggs, Computational Learning Theory. An Introduction 
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992) 157 pages 
Notation. Chapter 1: Concepts, Hypotheses, Leurning Algorithms. Introduction. Concepts. Training and 
learning. Learning by construction. Learning by enumeration. Chapter 2: Boolean Formulae and Repres- 
entations. Monomial concepts, A learning algorithm for monomials. The standard notation for Boolean 
functions. Learning disjunctions of small monomials. Representations of hypothesis spaces. Chapter 3: 
Probabilistic Learning. An algorithm for learning rays. Probably approximately correct learning. Ihustra- 
tion-learning rays is pat. Exact learning. Chapter 4: Consistent Algorithms and Learnability. Potential 
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learnability. The finite case. Decision lists. A consistent algorithm for decision lists. Chapter 5: Efficient 
Learniny I. Outline of complexity theory. Running time of learning algorithms. An approach to the 
efficiency of pat learning. The consistency problem. A hardness result. Chapter 6: &ficirnt Learning II. 
Efficiency in terms of confidence and accuracy. Pat learning and the consistency problem. The size of 
a representation. Finding the smallest consistent hypothesis. Occam algorithms. Examples of occam 
algorithms. Epac learning. Chapter 7: The VC Dimension. Motivation. The growth function. The VC 
dimension. The VC dimension of the real perceptron. Sauer’s lemma. Chapter 8: Learning and the VC 
Dimension. Introduction. VC dimension and potential learnability. Proof of the fundamental theorem. 
Sample complexity of consistent algorithms. Lower bounds on sample complexity. Comparison of sample 
complexity bounds. Chaprer 9: VC Dimension and !Zficienr Learning. Graded real hypothesis spaces. 
Efficient learning of graded spaces. VC dimension and Boolean spaces. Optimal sample complexity for 
Boolean spaces. Efficiency with respect to representations. Dimension-based occam algorithms. Epac 
learning again. Chapter IO: Linrur Threshold Networks. The Boolean perceptron. An incremental algorithm. 
A finiteness result. Finding a consistent hypothesis. Feedforward neural networks. VC dimension of 
feedforward networks. Hardness results for neural networks. References. Index. 
